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Collectible hardcover edition! All new illustrations! Same jaw-dropping mix of fun and
information.Now is your chance to own the very first Uncle John's Bathroom Reader For Kids
Only in a hardcover edition with all new illustrations! When our younger readers demanded a
Bathroom Reader of their own, Uncle John put together this brain-boggling easy-to-read
collection of facts, fads, quotes, history, science, origins, pop culture, mythology, humor, and
more! Plus it's full of wacky and fun illustrations and Uncle John's famous "running feet"--those
fun and fascinating facts on the bottom of every page. Kids will read about…* Who was Dr.
Seuss?* Baseball superstitions* The birth of The Simpsons* How carnival games are rigged*
Dining on scorpions and tarantulas* Shocking truths about thunder and lightning* Disgusting
bodily functions like ear wax and digestion ( and why they're important)* Uncle John's all-time
favorite elephant joke: Q: How do you get an elephant up an oak tree? A: Plant an acorn
underneath him and wait 50 years!...And much, much more!



OUR READERS RAVESome books you read print fancy reviews written by fancy book critics.
Borrring! At the BRI, we care more about what our faithful readers have to say.“The Bathroom
Readers are the most interesting and coolest things around. Everyone in my family loves them. I
even bought my 10-year-old cousin the 13th edition for Christmas. You guys should win an
award!!!”—Jennifer S.“I’m a teacher and I started perking up the kids in the morning with ‘Fun
Facts’ (like the running feet at the bottom of each page). It’s an awesome way to dabble in math,
geography, science, etc. So, thanks for the little boost you give my classroom!”—Dee
C.W.“Waassssuuuupppp! I just wanted to shout out to all the cool dudes and chicas working on
the Bathroom Reader staff! I became totally addicted to the BRs last year, when my mom gave
the 13th edition to my dad for Christmas! Let me tell you, my life hasn’t been the same since!”—
Kim B.“I just wanted to say thank you very much for your books. I’ve learned a lot of different
things. And it got my son (who never even reads a comic book) to enjoy reading. Now my whole
family reads your books. Even grandma.”—Ronald S.“You rock! I’m a business and computer
teacher, and I’ve actually used your material in my class. Students can’t believe they learn from a
book called the Bathroom Reader!”—Keith B.“I am not into reading long, boring books. Ever
since I discovered your book, I can’t put it down! It’s perfect for people like me. Thank you to all
the staff at BRI for producing such great reading!”—Raelyn H.“I’m in 9th grade, and I brought in
my entire Bathroom Reader collection for show-and-tell at my school, and everybody loved it. Go
with the Flow!”—Danny D.“I’ve been a reader since the tender age of eight. It first started with
shampoo bottles, toothpaste, and deodorant directions (yes directions) searching for something
else to do aside from the obvious. Bravo to the BRI for making each trip an enjoyable
experience.”—Henrick S-H.“My dad gets a new Bathroom Reader every Father’s Day and I have
to wait to read them. When I found out you were making one of your crazy books just for kids, I
thought I was going to faint. I love you!”—Georgine L.By the Bathroom Readers’
InstituteBathroom Readers’ PressAshland, OregonUNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER®
FOR KIDS ONLY! Collectible EditionCopyright © 2014 by Portable Press. All rights reserved. No
part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without
the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in
critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.Portable Press/
The Bathroom Readers’ InstituteAn imprint of Printers Row Publishing Group10350 Barnes
Canyon Road, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92121e-mail: mail@bathroomreader.comPrinters Row
Publishing Group is a division of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.The “Portable Press,”
“Bathroom Readers’ Institute,” “Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader For Kids Only,” and “Uncle John’s
Bathroom Reader” names and logos are trademarks of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.All
correspondence concerning the content of this book should be addressed to Portable Press/The
Bathroom Readers’ Institute, Editorial Department, at the above address.Cover design and



illustration by Pete WhiteheadInterior design by Align Visual Arts & CommunicationIllustrated by
Luis FilellaTHANK YOU!The Bathroom Readers’ Institute sincerely thanks the people whose
advice and assistance made this book possible.Gordon JavnaKim T. GriswellJeff AltemusTrina
JanssenJay NewmanBrian BooneJennifer & ZipperJulia PappsThom LittleJahnna
BeechamMalcolm HillgartnerSharilyn HovindJohn DollisonBryan HenryJanet SpencerMaggie
JavnaSam JavnaSarah KaipLori LarsonJulia GunnelsMelinda AllmanAngela KernAllen
OrsoGeorgene LidellBernadette BailieDylan DrakePaul StanleyRick RebhunRaincoast
BooksPublishers Group WestR. R. DonnelleyJess BrallierLarry BogradMarley and Catie
PrattJeff CheekPorter the Wonder DogJohn JavnaMike NicitaMrs. BragunierThomas
CrapperThere isn’t enough space to list the names of the thousands of kids who have written to
the BRI, but without you, this book would have been impossible.Hiya Sophie! Hiya Jesse!TABLE
OF CONTENTSBecause the BRI understands your reading needs, we’ve divided the contents
by length as well as subject:Short—A quick readMedium—2 pagesLong—3 to 5 pages (that’s
not too long, is it?)BATHROOM LOREShortBathroom LoreBathroom LoreMediumBathroom
LoreLIFE IS STRANGEShortThe Man Who Would Not DieLooney LawsIt’s a Weird, Weird
WorldMediumAmazing LuckA Classic HoaxLongCase of the Missing Body PartsStrange Tourist
AttractionsEWW…GROSSShortGross Body FactsGross StuffMore Gross StuffYucky
QuizMediumYou: The Ultimate Food ProcessorEven More Gross StuffStill More Gross
StuffWILD WORLD OF SPORTSShortBaseball SuperstitionsSport ShortsSport ShortsLucky
SportsMediumBad Luck at the OlympicsLongThe Story of Little LeagueJUST FOR
FUNShortUncle John’s Brain TicklersDumb JokesUncle John’s Tri-cky Tri-cksUncle John:
Puzzle DetectiveElephant JokesUncle John’s Genius QuizMediumCelebrity QuizPOP
SCIENCEShortHere Comes the SunColorsMr. MoonlightColorsMediumBut it Says on the
LabelLongFireworks FactsThe Nose KnowsWHAT REALLY HAPPENEDMediumThe Pony
ExpressPresidential Q & AMyth AmericaThanksgiving MythsMyth AmericaLongCrated for
FreedomSomething About “Mary”The Truth About Christopher ColumbusIT’S A
MOUTHFULShortA World of School LunchesA Food is BornFruit and Veggie TriviaMisnamed
FoodA Food is BornA Food is BornMediumThe Birth of the BurgerTomato FactsAMAZING
KIDSShortThe Kid Who Peed Out the FireAmazing KidsMediumAmazing KidsLongAmazing
KidsTrailblazerWATCH IT!ShortCool CartoonsCartoon NamesReel WisdomCool
CartoonsMediumMovie BloopersI Want My MTVVideo TreasuresLongThe Birth of The
SimpsonsI Tawt I Taw A Puddy Tat!A Brief History of Bugs BunnyWORDPLAYShortFamiliar
PhrasesTongue TwistersMnemonicsPalindromesMediumMonths of the YearDIG THE
DIGITALShortVideo Game FactsEmoticonsComputer FirstsMediumCalculator
MagicMOUTHING OFFShortHonestly, AbeSuperstarsDrew’s ViewsGandhi’s WisdomEven
StevenTHE PIGGY BANKMediumHow to Become a Millionaire in 30 DaysHow to Read a Dollar
BillLongHow We Got the DollarPAGE TURNERSShortJabberwockyMediumComic Book
HeroesRead All About It!LongAesop: Fact or Fable?Meet Dr. SeussHow Alice Got to
WonderlandAesop’s FablesTravel Guide to Imaginary PlacesGOOFY GROWNUPSShortOdd



World RecordsDumb CrooksOops!Odd World RecordsMediumCelebrity SecretsANIMAL
KINGDOMShortStupid Pet TricksFeline FactsMediumAnimals Famous for 15
MinutesLongAnimal MagnetismThe 10 Worst SnakebitesIN (AND OUT) OF FASHIONShortThe
Naked TruthMediumUnmentionablesA Weird Fashion QuizLongFamous For Being
NakedTHAT’S DISGUSTING!ShortCreepy CuisineSlime in the NewsMediumBody Music: The
BurpBody Music: The HiccupLongBody Music: The FartORIGINSShortWhat’s in a Name?
MediumThe FirstThe FirstThe Remote ControlLongFun InventionsSTORM
WARNINGShortRain…With a Chance of FrogsWeather ReportNature’s Recipe for
RainMediumKnow Your CloudsLongIt’s a Twister!Fighting Fire With FireZapped!MYTHS &
LEGENDSMediumMythical CreaturesBeware: Haunted HouseMythical CreaturesBeware:
Haunted HouseThe Sword of DamoclesMythical CreaturesBeware: Haunted HouseLongRabbit
Brings Fire to the PeopleASK THE EXPERTSShortAsk the ExpertsMediumAsk the ExpertsAsk
the ExpertsTOYS AND GAMESMediumCarnival TricksToys That FloppedBig, Bad
BarbieLongGames from Around the WorldA History of the Yo-Yo, Part IA History of the Yo-Yo,
Part IIGettin’ JiggyANSWERSGREETINGS FROM UNCLE JOHNHiya, kids!Welcome to the
newly-illustrated Collectible Edition of our first-ever Bathroom Reader FOR KIDS ONLY! I send
you greetings from the Bathroom Readers’ Institute, a little red schoolhouse in Ashland, Oregon,
where our dedicated gang of cheeky writers created this book. We hope you like it. (And, by the
way, you don’t have to read it in the bathroom!)We’ve been making Uncle John’s Bathroom
Readers to entertain adults for over a quarter-century. (Stop trying to figure out how old we are!)
But in 2002, we asked our readers if they thought a Bathroom Reader for kids would be a good
idea. Good idea? Sacks of mail and a flood of emails buried us. And that’s when we found out
how many of our readers were kids like you. Well, we got the hint and immediately started
working on the book you’re reading right now.Here’s a little of what you’ll find in Uncle John’s
Bathroom Reader FOR KIDS ONLY!:• Gross stuff. How gross can we get? How about boogers,
farts, burps, dandruff, your digestive system (yuck!), and my personal favorite: bellybutton lint!•
Weird weather facts—fascinating information on rain, hail, thunder, lightning, tornadoes, and
clouds.• Stories about amazing kids—like the story about the boy who climbed Mount Everest,
the girl who swam the English Channel, and the seven-year-old boy who raised tens of
thousands of dollars to help kids in Africa.• And speaking of amazing kids, check out the
amazing story of Sacagawea, the 15-year-old Native American girl who helped Lewis and Clark
explore the west.• A poem I learned in fifth grade, “Jabberwocky.” I’ve loved it ever since and am
thrilled to share it with you.• What else? Elephant jokes, video games, the origins of toys,
computer facts, dumb crooks, movie bloopers, sports superstitions, cartoon characters, and a
lot more.I hope you find something new and entertaining in this book—a fact, a story, or a new
word—to share with your friends.So now, from all of us at the Bathroom Readers’ Institute,
including my trusted assistant, J. Porter Newman, and my talking dog, Elbow Room,
remember:When in doubt…Go with the Flow!—Uncle John and the BRI staffP. S. Check out our
website:SUPERSTARSGreat sports quotes from some sports greats.“You miss 100% of the



shots you never take.”—Wayne Gretzky“The medals don’t mean anything and the glory doesn’t
last. It’s all about your happiness.”—Jackie Joyner-Kersee“It’s lack of faith that makes people
afraid of meeting challenges, and I believed in myself.”—Muhammad Ali“When I went out tonight
I wasn’t skating for a gold medal, I was just skating for the pure joy of it.”—Sarah Hughes,
Olympic skater“Excellence is not a singular act, but a habit. You are what you repeatedly do.”—
Shaquille O’Neal“You have to expect things of yourself before you can do them.”—Michael
Jordan“As long as I can compete, I won’t quit.”—Cal Ripken, Jr.“You have to believe in yourself
when no one else does—that makes you a winner right there.”—Venus Williams“I can never,
ever receive the Most Valuable Player award on behalf of myself. I have got to receive it on
behalf of my team.”—Cynthia Cooper, WNBA MVP“If you can’t laugh at yourself, then who can
you laugh at?”—Tiger WoodsWhat do you call a female lumberjack? A lumberjill. (We’re not
kidding.)ODD WORLD RECORDSHere are some people with way too much time on their
hands.ZOLILIO DIAZ, SpainRecord: Rolled a hoop from Mieres to Madrid, Spain, and back—a
distance of more than 600 miles. It took him 18 days.TRAVIS JOHNSON, Elsberry,
MissouriRecord: Held nine baseballs in his hand “without any adhesives” in 1989.RANDY
OBER, Bentonville, ArkansasRecord: Spit a wad of tobacco 47 feet, 7 inches in 1982.JOE
PONDER, Love Valley, North CarolinaRecord: Lifted a 606-pound pumpkin 18 inches off the
ground with his teeth in 1985.STEVE URNER, Tehachapi, CaliforniaRecord: Threw a dried,
“100% organic” cow chip more than 266 feet on August 4, 1981.REMY BRICKA, Paris,
FranceRecord: In 1988, using 13-foot-long floating “skis,” he “walked” across the Atlantic Ocean
from Tenerife, Spain, to Trinidad (a distance of 3,502 miles). The trip took 60 days.The Statue of
Liberty’s eyes are each 2-1/2 feet wide.CREEPY CUISINEPeople have been eating strange food
since…well, since people first felt hungry. How hungry would you have to be to try some of these
delicacies?BATSThat’s right, bats. The native people of Guam (an island near Japan) eat them
boiled whole. Some bats can weigh up to three pounds, and have wingspans of three feet. It is
preferable to leave the fur and the wings on.SCORPIONSAn Asian delicacy. In Hong Kong,
scorpions are pickled in wine, then deep-fried. In other parts of China, they’re eaten alive, but
chefs first get them drunk in alcohol (the hope is that the scorpion will be too drunk to
sting).CRICKETSIn Mexico, crickets are fried, then dusted in chili powder for a delicious crunchy
snack (with protein!). They’re sold on street corners by the bagful.TARANTULASIn Thailand,
people eat these big, hairy poisonous spiders roasted and served in coconut cream with lime
leaves. Actually, that sounds pretty good (except for the spiders).One in ten children
sleepwalk.DUMB CROOKSHere’s proof that crime doesn’t pay.PAIN IN THE…“A Boise man
stole a dog at gunpoint, then tucked his gun in the waistline of the back of his pants and drove
off with the dog. But the gun began bothering him while he was driving, so he reached back to
reposition it and shot himself in the butt. Then, when he tried to remove the gun from his pants
he shot himself in the butt again. He was hospitalized in serious condition and the dog was
returned to its home.”—Boise Statesman-JournalTHAT WAS UNWARRANTED“A man who had
committed crimes in Morgantown, West Virginia, was curious to know if the police suspected



him. He approached two officers and asked if there were any arrest warrants out on him. There
were.”—Chicago Sun-TimesBUT WHERE WERE THEIR HELMETS?“Roger Yost, 40, and
William Isberg, 40, were arrested in Fairbanks, Alaska, when they tried to heist a 500-pound safe
from a Moose Lodge hall, forgetting that they had arrived at the lodge on bicycles.”—Medford
Mail TribuneMost popular pizza topping in South Korea: tuna fish.GAMES FROM AROUND THE
WORLDYou’ve probably played hide-and-seek, hopscotch, and kick the can. Here are three
games from other countries that you might like to try.GAME NAME: DragonWHERE IT’S FROM:
UkraineNUMBER OF PLAYERS: 5 to 20HERE’S HOW YOU PLAY:1. Choose someone to be the
“head of the dragon” and someone else to be the “tail of the dragon.”2. Form a line with the head
in front and the tail in back. Put your hands on the shoulders of the player in front of you. Now
you are a long dragon.3. Run!4. The head of the dragon tries to catch the tail. When it does, it
becomes the tail and the game starts again. Play until everyone has been the head of the
dragon. The hardest part of this game is keeping the dragon together because you’re laughing
too hard!Forget bread: In Japan, kids eat toasted seaweed for breakfast.GAME NAME: The
Moon and Morning Stars(La Luna y las Estrellas de la Mañana)WHERE IT’S FROM:
SpainWHAT YOU NEED: A large treeNUMBER OF PLAYERS: 3 or moreHERE’S HOW YOU
PLAY:1. This is a great game for early morning or late afternoon, when the sun is low enough in
the sky to cast long shadows—because it’s the shadow that will be your playing field.2. Once
you’ve found the tree, choose one player to be the moon (la luna). The moon must stay inside
the tree’s shadow.3. All of the other players are the stars (las estrellas). They run in and out of
the shadow while the moon tries to tag them.4. If one of the stars is tagged by the moon, that
player becomes the moon, and the game begins again.GAME NAME: Escargot (pronounced es-
car-GO), meaning “snail”WHERE IT’S FROM: FranceWHAT YOU NEED: A large, flat surface,
such as a blacktop, and some chalkNUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2 or moreDESCRIPTION: This is
sort of like hopscotch—with two differences: there is no rock to throw, and the game’s shape is
not rectangular, but spiral (in the shape of a snail).Every cell in your body has more molecules
than there are stars in the Milky Way.HERE’S HOW YOU PLAY:1. Draw the playing field as
shown in the diagram below.2. Using only one foot, hop on all the squares to the center, where
you may rest for a moment on both feet.3. Turn around and hop back on the other foot through
the snail to square 1. Then repeat the process.4. If you make it successfully in and out twice
without touching a line or letting your other foot touch the ground, then you get to choose one of
the squares to be your “house.” Write your name in it. Now you have another square—your house
—to rest in. No one else may hop in your house—they have to hop over it.5. Your turn ends when
you step on a line or put both feet down. Then the next person goes.6. Keep playing until either
all of the houses are owned, or it is impossible for any player to make it into the center square.
Whoever has the most houses is the winner.An average of 2,220 Popsicles are eaten in the U.S.
every minute.VIDEO GAME FACTSIn 1951 engineer Ralph Baer had an idea: create a TV you
could play games on. Twenty years later, he helped Magnavox release Odyssey—the very first
home video game. Here are some facts about the phenomenon he started.• The first video



arcade game was Pong, introduced by Atari in 1972. It was a simple ping pong game: Two lines
(paddles) on either side tried to knock a white square (the ball) past each other. It was
immensely popular and started the gaming craze.• Atari is an ancient Japanese word.
Translation: “You are about to be engulfed.”• In 2001 over 225 million computer and video games
were sold—that’s about two games for every American household.• Average age of a gamer: 28
years old.• Nintendo introduced GameBoy in 1989. Its first game: Tetris (invented by a Russian
named Alexey Pazhitnov).• Biggest release ever? Microsoft’s Xbox, released in November 2001,
sold more than a million units in its first month.• Forty-three percent of game players are
women.• In 2000, for the third year in a row, an astonishing 35% of all Americans identified
computer and video games as the most fun entertainment activity. Second place: television
(18%).On average, pet guinea pigs live twice as long as pet hamsters.BODY MUSIC: THE
BURPYour body is a fine musical instrument, making lovely sounds that entertain (and gross
out) your friends and family.STAND CLEAR! ROCKET BLAST!It’s lunchtime. You take a bite of
hamburger and a big swig of soda. A few seconds later—braaaaap! People at the next table are
wondering if the volcano Krakatoa just erupted again or if that noise really came from little old
you.So what exactly was it that made the sound that shook the restaurant windows? Some
people call it a burp. Others call it a belch. But whatever you call it, that eruption was 100%
gas.HERE’S HOW IT WORKSWhen you eat or drink, you don’t just swallow food and liquids.
You also swallow air. And air contains two gases—nitrogen and oxygen. These gases need to
get out again, so they blast off from your stomach, travel back through your food tube, and out of
your mouth.When you eat or drink too fast, you gulp more air, which gives you more burp power.
If you want an even bigger explosion, add some soda pop. Bubbly soft drinks are loaded with
carbon dioxide—that’s what makes them fizz—and carbon dioxide is another gas. Now you’ve
got carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and oxygen as burp fuel. If you want to add even more firepower,
drink that soda through a straw. The straw draws even more air in, which, of course, eventually
has to blast back out.Why did kings start wearing crowns? One theory: to hide bald spots.TOO
RUDE!Most people feel that burping in public is impolite. But in some societies, a slight or
delicate belch after a meal is considered a compliment. People in Africa, China, and Japan take
it as a sign that you really enjoyed your meal.X-TREME BURPINGSome kids can burp the entire
alphabet (and do it at the dinner table just to bug their parents). Most settle for trying to be the
longest or the loudest burper around. The loudest burp on record was made by an Englishman
named Paul Hunn. One of Hunn’s burps was measured by the Guinness Book of World Records
at a roaring 118.1 dB (decibels) of loudness. That’s louder than a motorcycle (95 dB) and almost
as loud as a rock concert (120 dB).Got a great burp story? Send it to Uncle John.()In Italy, kids
smear chocolate “butter” on bread and eat it for breakfast.COMIC BOOK HEROESYou probably
know that Spider-Man got his powers from a radioactive spider bite…but do you know how the
character was invented in the first place? Let’s take a look at the invention of some classic comic
heroes.SUPERMAN (1938)The Man of Steel was created as a direct result of writer Jerry
Siegel’s attempts to meet girls when he was a young man. “I had crushes on several attractive



girls, who either didn’t know I existed or didn’t care,” he once explained. “It occurred to me: What
if I was real terrific? What if I had something special going for me, like jumping over buildings or
throwing cars around? Then maybe they would notice me.”• Siegel and co-writer Joe Shuster
named their character after movie actors Clark Gable and Kent Taylor.• Superman’s hometown
was named after the science fiction movie Metropolis.• Lois Lane was inspired by a woman
named Lois Amster whom Shuster had a crush on when he was in school.SPIDER-MAN
(1962)In the early 1960s, Marvel Comics published a comic book called Amazing Fantasy. “But
after issue number ten,” publisher Stan Lee recalls, “the sales began to run out of steam…so it
was decided that the fifteenth issue would be the final one.”Constipation kills fruit flies more than
any other ailment.This gave Lee the chance to experiment. “For quite a while,” he writes, “I’d
been toying with the idea of doing a strip that would break all the rules. A strip that would actually
feature a teenager as the star. A strip in which the main character would lose out as often as he’d
win—in fact, more often…”Since Lee had a free hand to do what he wanted in the last issue of
Amazing Fantasy, he used it to introduce his anti-superhero—Spider-Man.A few weeks after its
publication, sales reports came back. The issue had been a bestseller! That prompted a brand-
new monthly comic… The Amazing Spider-Man.BATMAN (1939)Bob Kane was a fan of the
1926 movie The Bat, which featured a villain “who wore an awesome bat-like costume.” He also
liked to read Sherlock Holmes mysteries. In 1939 he combined the two and came up with
Batman.Twelve comic book episodes later, Kane decided to give Batman a sidekick—one that
he conceived as “a fighting young daredevil who scoffs at danger.” Both the name and the
costume were adaptations of the legendary English hero Robin Hood.Catwoman was based on
the beautiful movie star Jean Harlow. The Penguin was inspired by a character in a cigarette
ad.Who watches the most TV? U.S. women over age 55. The least? Men 18 to 24.MOVIE
BLOOPERSMovies may seem well-thought-out, but if you look carefully, you can find all kinds of
goofs and flubs. Here are a few we found in hit films.MOVIE: A.I. Artificial Intelligence
(2001)SCENE: David (Haley Joel Osmont) jumps into the water in Manhattan and lands in
Coney Island.BLOOPER: Coney Island is in Brooklyn.MOVIE: Aladdin (1992)SCENE: As
Aladdin and Jasmine sing “A Whole New World,” they pass in front of a full moon.BLOOPER:
When they’re near the water, there’s a reflection of a crescent moon.MOVIE: Lord of the Rings:
Fellowship of the Ring (2001)SCENE: Frodo and friends are traveling down the river when they
pass two giant statues.BLOOPER: Both statues have their left arms raised in the air. But after
they pass them, a shot from behind shows one statue raising its left arm and the other its
right.MOVIE: Bring It On (2000)SCENE: Torrence’s (Kirsten Dunst) little brother, while playing a
video game, is making fun of Torrence’s boyfriend. She gets mad and rips the controller out of
his hand.BLOOPER: Hello? There’s no game in the Playstation, and the disk door is open.488
Rhode Islands could fit inside the state of Alaska.MOVIE: Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me (1999)SCENE: In the final showdown, Austin (Mike Myers) shoots four bad
guys.BLOOPER: Listen to the shots—he only fires three times.MOVIE: The Matrix
(1998)SCENE: Neo (Keanu Reeves) is at work.BLOOPER: According to the sign on the



building, the name of the company is Metacortex. But as he’s escaping, there’s another sign
inside the building, this time calling the company Meta Cortechs.MOVIE: Spider-Man
(2002)SCENE: Spider-Man (Tobey Maguire) gets cut by the Green Goblin (Willem Dafoe) just
above his elbow.BLOOPER: When the Goblin discovers the same cut on Peter Parker (Spidey’s
secret identity), it’s below his elbow and facing a different direction.MOVIE: Titanic
(1997)SCENE: Jack (Leonardo DiCaprio) is bragging about going ice fishing in Wissota
Lake.BLOOPER: Wissota Lake is a man-made reservoir built in 1917… five years after the
Titanic sank in 1912.A newborn panda is smaller than a mouse.UNCLE JOHN’S BRAIN
TICKLERSReady for a challenge? Have fun with these puzzles.1. SQUARE DEAL. Twenty-four
sticks can be arranged to create the pattern below. Can you remove eight sticks from the
illustration so that you’re left with two squares that don’t touch each other?2. GOING IN
CIRCLES. In the drawing to the right, what number belongs in the center?Answers on page
281.How many baseballs will your favorite pro team use this year? About 18,000.FAMILIAR
PHRASESHere are the origins to some common phrases.OVER THE TOPMeaning: Way too
muchOrigin: “The expression originated in World War I to describe the method of charging out of
the trenches on the attack. Somehow the phrase was later adopted by showbiz people to
describe a performance that has gone beyond the bounds of restraint.” (From The Phrase That
Launched 1,000 Ships, by Nigel Rees)TOP DOG, UNDERDOGMeaning: Favored, unfavored
personOrigin: “Before there were electric saws, all timber had to be cut by hand. Logs were
placed over pits specially dug in the ground and two men using a long saw cut the timber. The
top dog stood above the pit at ground level and guided the saw as it cut. The other man stood in
the pit and got covered in sawdust—he came to be known as the underdog.” (From Everyday
Phrases, by Neil Ewart)THAT’S THE TICKET!Meaning: That’s the correct thingOrigin: “This
expression of approval has its origin in a mispronunciation of the French word etiquette. From
‘that’s uh-tick’ut,’ it was an easy corruption to ‘that’s the ticket.’” (From A Hog on Ice, by Charles
Earle Funk)Galileo called Saturn “the planet with ears.”I WANT MY MTV!Sure, the world existed
before Music Television… but it was far less interesting.THE EARLY DAYS• In 1981 TV exec
Robert Pittman had an idea for a new cable station: Get record companies to provide free
programming (videos) and have hip VJs introduce them and share “insider” gossip about the
stars.• Sounds like an obvious way to appeal to kids’ love of television and music. Yet, when
MTV was launched on August 1, 1981, no one imagined it would become so big.• The first video
ever aired was “Video Killed the Radio Star” by the Buggles, which is ironic because that’s
exactly what happened. The music industry used to be dependent on radio airplay. By the
1990s, if you wanted to make it big in the music business, you had to get your music video on
MTV.GROWING PAINS• Its first two years were slow. Then, in 1983, New York and Los Angeles
began to offer MTV on their cable systems. By 1986 it was seen in 28 million homes.• Stars like
Michael Jackson, Madonna, and U2 saw the potential of MTV and created elaborate videos to
showcase their songs. It worked: both MTV and the performers became mega-popular.• By the
late 1980s, MTV had become…well, boring and predictable. How did they spice up the format?



They added shows like MTV News, Yo! MTV Raps, Remote Control, TRL, Beavis and Butt-
Head, and Unplugged.There are 32 leather panels and 642 stitches on a regulation soccer
ball.WE ARE THE WORLD• MTV Europe was launched in 1987, followed by MTV Asia in 1991
and MTV Latino in 1993.• MTV became a political force during the 1992 presidential election. Its
“Rock the Vote” campaign encouraged young people to register to vote. Presidential candidates
were invited to discuss issues on the air with first-time voters. Among the candidates taking
advantage of “Rock the Vote” was Bill Clinton, whose appeal to young people helped him get
elected.• Twenty years after MTV aired the first video, they introduced a new show, featuring the
daily life of aging rock star Ozzy Osbourne and his family. The Osbournes quickly became the
most-watched show in MTV’s history.• Today, it’s estimated that a billion people in 164 countries
watch MTV in 18 different languages.MTV FACTS• Michael Jackson was the first black artist to
have a video aired on the music channel.• In 1992 MTV started the reality TV craze with The
Real World.• Got their start on MTV: Pauly Shore, Carson Daly, Jon Stewart, Carmen
Electra.New Zealand has about four million people…and 70 million sheep.A WORLD OF
SCHOOL LUNCHESEver wonder what kids are eating at school in other countries?JAPAN.
Most schools don’t have cafeterias, so kids eat in their classrooms. Schools serve a variety of
meats, fishes, vegetables, and sea plants. A typical meal consists of stew (or curry), boiled
vegetables, a sandwich, and salad, with milk and ice cream.MEXICO. The school day ends at 2
p.m., so kids usually wait until they get home to eat. But for kids who are really hungry, vendors
wait outside with spicy snacks: watermelon and hot sauce, cucumber spears doused in chili
powder, and popcorn with salsa.FRANCE. By law, kids are not allowed to bring a lunch to
school. But they do get a two-hour break to eat a gourmet meal in the cafétéria (“cafeteria”).
Sample lunch: They start with a beet and endive salad, followed by hen with rice in white sauce,
Camembert cheese, and for dessert, chocolate mousse.GERMANY. Most schools don’t have
kitchens, so they have the meals delivered. Students eat in the Speisesaal (“dining room”). A
typical lunch consists of chicken schnitzel (a breaded cutlet) with sauce, mixed vegetables, and
salted boiled potatoes.Beethoven published his first composition when he was 12 years
old.STUPID PET TRICKSThey’re not stupid, and they’re not tricks. But they are
funny.LICENSED…TO DRIVE?In Germany, an angry driver jumped out of his car to confront the
driver that had just smashed into him. Surprise! The person sitting behind the wheel was…a
dog. Police say the dog had jumped into the front seat and accidentally released the hand
brake.FIGHTING LIKE CATS AND DOGSPolice in Montana responded to an emergency call on
Christmas Day. When the officers arrived, no one was home but they noticed that the family’s
pets were fighting. What had happened? The angry pets had knocked over the phone and the
speed dial had automatically called 911. The mischievous animals were not taken into custody.
After all, it was Christmas.VIP (VERY IMPORTANT POULTRY)Looking for a place to stay in
Memphis, Tennessee? Try the Peabody Hotel—it’s loved by celebrities, dignitaries and…ducks.
Every day at 11 a.m., the Peabody Marching Ducks take an elevator to the lobby and parade
down a red carpet to the sounds of a John Philip Sousa march. Destination: The lobby fountain,



where they spend the day. At 5 p.m. when the music strikes up again, they march back to the
elevators and up to their home on the roof. This has been a hotel tradition for over 30 years!
Glass never wears out—it can be recycled forever.HERE COMES THE SUNSome facts about
that big lightbulb in the sky, from astronomer (and BRI member) Richard Moeschl.• Traveling at
186,282 miles per second, it takes 8.3 minutes for the sun’s light to reach Earth.• The sun looks
yellow-gold because we’re viewing it through Earth’s atmosphere. Judging from its surface
temperature, the sun’s color is probably closer to white.• The temperature of the sun at its core is
around 73 million degrees F.• English astronomer James Jeans once figured that if you placed a
piece of the sun’s core the size of the head of a pin on Earth, its heat would kill a person 94 miles
away.• The temperature of the sun’s photosphere, the part that sends us light, is about 10,000
degrees F.• The sun produces more energy in one second than human beings have produced in
all of our history. In less than a week, the sun sends out more energy than we could make by
burning all the natural gas, oil, coal, and wood on Earth.• The amount of power that falls on each
square foot of Earth’s surface per minute is about 126 watts, enough to light two standard 60-
watt lightbulbs.• With every passing day, the sun loses energy, but don’t worry—it still has about
5 billion years of life left.What’s the world’s best-selling musical instrument? The harmonica.THE
KID WHO PEED OUT THE FIREWe’d like to nominate this amazing kid for an award to honor his
uncanny ability to think on his feet. Here are some fireworks you’ve (probably) never seen.IT ALL
BEGAN in Philadelphia on July 4, 1777, when people started to celebrate by shooting rifles,
lighting candles, waving banners…and Independence Day was born.But no 4th of July can
match the celebration of 1854 in Bristol, Rhode Island. That year, several houses were
accidentally set on fire by firecrackers and by the wadding (a small piece of cloth used to pack
the gunpowder) from fired guns. But a kid saved the day. Here’s the actual account from the local
newspaper, The Bristol Phoenix,“A portion of the wadding of one of the guns lodged upon the
roof of the Baptist church and set it on fire…. A lad named Morris, about twelve years of age
ascended by the lightning rod and attempted to extinguish the flames by scraping dust upon
them with his feet, but finding it of no avail, he began to spit upon them, still flames increased
until he had the presence of mind to unbutton his pants and play his own engine so effectually
that he entirely extinguished the fire.”According to the Phoenix, a large crowd saluted the lad
with loud “huzzahs.” That’s the spirit!Your hair grows at a rate of about 1/2 inch a month.VIDEO
TREASURESEver found yourself at a video store wondering which ones are worth watching? It
happens to us all the time— so we decided to offer a few recommendations.CLOAK AND
DAGGER (1984) Suspense“A highly imaginative boy who often plays pretend spy games with
his fantasy friend, Jack Flack, and finds himself involved in a real life-and-death situation.
Suspenseful and fast-paced, but not scary or violent.” (Video Movie Guide)5,000 FINGERS OF
DR. T. (1953) Fantasy“Largely ignored, one of Hollywood’s best fantasies, devised by Dr. Seuss.
A boy has a nightmare about a cruel piano teacher ruling over a land where kidnapped
youngsters are forced to practice the piano.” (Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video
Guide)SOUNDER (1972) Drama“During the Great Depression, black sharecroppers in the deep



South endure various hardships. Well-made family movie.” (Halliwell’s Film and Video
Guide)HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS (1987) Comedy“Ordinary American family
vacationing in the Northwest has a collision with Bigfoot. Thinking that the big guy is dead, they
throw him on top of the car and head home. Nice tale efficiently told, with John Lithgow as the
frustrated dad trying to hold his Bigfoot-invaded home together.” (VideoHound’s Golden Movie
Retriever)One out of every four Americans have been on television. Have you?THE LAST
UNICORN (1982) Fantasy“Well-written and nicely animated feature about a magical unicorn
who goes on a quest to find the rest of her kind. Strong characters and a lively pace make this
one a gem.” (Video Movie Guide)THE SECRET GARDEN (1993) Drama“A young, lonely,
orphaned girl, sent to live with her wealthy uncle, helps her sick cousin back to life. A charming,
deftly made version of the classic children’s story.” (Halliwell’s Film and Video Guide)THE
GOONIES (1985) Adventure“A bunch of kids go in search of hidden treasure in this old-
fashioned adventure tale. Big, lively, and exceptionally noisy, with a likable bunch of kids
onscreen.” (Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video Guide)THE PRINCESS BRIDE (1987) Fantasy“A
modern update of the basic fairy tale, this adventure story centers around a beautiful maiden
and a swashbuckling young man as they battle the evils of the mythical kingdom of Florin to be
reunited with one another. Fun for adults as well as children.” (VideoHound’s Golden Movie
Retriever)Fifty million new cars are built each year.BASEBALL SUPERSTITIONSWhen a major-
league baseball player is in a slump, he usually spends some extra time practicing. For some,
though, that’s not enough. Here are a few of the superstitions players follow for luck.• Wade
Boggs, one of the game’s all-time best hitters, ate chicken before every game.• Dodger manager
Tommy Lasorda always ate linguine before a game—with red clam sauce if the team was facing
a right-handed pitcher, white clam sauce if it was a lefty.• Pitcher Luis Tiant wore a special
loincloth around his waist under his uniform to “ward off evil.”• During Leo Durocher’s 40-year
career as a player and manager, he’d keep winning streaks alive by not changing his clothes—
underwear included—until his team lost.• Babe Ruth always touched first base on his way to the
dugout at the end of each inning. Willie Mays always kicked second base as he left the field.•
Red Sox shortstop Nomar Garciaparra steps on each dugout step with both feet when he enters
the field.• Yankees shortstop Phil Rizzuto put a wad of gum on the button of his cap and only
removed it when the team lost.True seals have no external ears. Sea lions do.AESOP: FACT OR
FABLE?A fable is a short story with a moral or lesson at the end. People have been telling them
for thousands of years. And the whole tradition started with a man named
Aesop.BACKGROUNDIf you were asked to name the most influential writers in Western history,
you might include Shakespeare, Hemingway…or even Dr. Seuss. But you probably wouldn’t
think of Aesop.Yet his stories have been around for more than 2,000 years, and he’s had an
impact on everything from ancient Greek philosophy to modern American culture. Expressions
like “don’t cry over spilt milk” and “sour grapes,” for example, come from his fables.On the other
hand, Aesop wasn’t technically a writer. Nothing was written down during his lifetime; oral
tradition kept his legend and his fables alive. So, the question is: Did he really exist?Scholars are



fairly certain that he did—and that he was much admired as a storyteller. “The best evidence of
Aesop’s life comes from remarks about him in ancient sources like Aristotle and Plato,” writes
Leo Groarke of Wilfrid Laurier University in Ontario, Canada.Your body contains more than 650
muscles.A BRIEF BIOGRAPHYScholars have established a few facts about Aesop’s life:• He
was born a Greek slave in the sixth century B.C.
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Janet, “Great for Kids!. I bought this for my 8 year old nephew. I like the format. He's a facts and
figures guy. He was happy with the book. He loves learning and interesting information, so this
book is right up his alley.”

Mike C Utah, “Awesome Book. Son loves the stories. I like it because it gets him reading and it is
kid friendly facts”

WLee, “Odd facts everyone needs to know. Lots of bathroom reading material for young and old.”

Barb, “She absolutely loved it! Arrived on time as well. Got it for my 10 year old daughter! She
absolutely loved it!  Arrived on time as well.”

Terri Gumbert, “Four Stars. Suggested for teens who love 'potty' humor...”

FLP, “Good for the kids!. Our 6 year old grandson loves it!”

xpandurmind, “Four Stars. We bought this for our 10 year old son. He loves it!!!”

@thebumblegirl, “This book was so much fun to share with my kids. This book was so much fun
to share with my kids! It is truly more than just a 'bathroom reader' - filled with so many wonderful
facts that most people would never even think of, let alone wonder. This book kept us
entertained for a very long time, and in just one sitting. It is a great book to just pick up and read
randomly - just skip around and pick a page. Even more fun if you read out loud with your family
and friends - quite a lot of these 'random facts' are funny and will set you all into a fit of giggles.
But, and I assure you, you will also learn a lot. Some may be trivial, but a quite a lot are historical
facts that is quite useful information. Definitely a fun way to learn new things.There SO many fun
and odd facts! A few of our favorite are:- Creepy Cuisine: "People have been eating strange food
since... well, since people first felt hungry. How hungry would you have to be to try some of these
delicacies?" page 15.(Ewww... who would have thought to make a meal out of these... things!)-
More Gross Stuff: "Essential (but nasty) information about your body." page 119.(And he wasn't
kidding, SO gross!)- Travel Guide to Imaginary Lands: "Let Uncle John be your guide to some
fantastic places that can only be found in books. Forget the movies - there's nothing like a great
novel." page 260.(LOVE that he tells us how to get to Narnia, Never-Never Land and a few other
magical places!)And at the bottom of every single page, throughout the entire book, there are
additional miscellaneous facts! Like..."Kid power: On average, a child laughs 400 times a day; an
adult laughs about 15." page 131"In one day, your blood will travel nearly 12,000 miles." page
136"When dogs and humans sleep together, they dream at the same times." page 204Over 280
pages filled with amazing knowledge - I know that my kids and I will continue to pick this book



and read odd bits and will definitely share the knowledge with each other and others too!
Definitely a fun book to gift, to all readers and nonreaders! To kids and adult too!We look forward
to picking up more of Uncle John's books soon!(I received a hardback from the publisher/tour
host for an honest review. All thoughts are my own.)”

The book by Bathroom Readers' Institute has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 23 people have provided
feedback.
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